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PR533 Constant Speed Temperature Change Bath 

 

PR533 constant speed temperature change bath is a special temperature source 
developed for testing or calibrating temperature instruments or temperature sensing 
elements with electric contacts (including top-oil temperature indicatiors for 
transformers, winding temperature indicatiors for transformers, temperature switches). 

With the the functions of constant speed temperature change，including dynamic 
temperature source and thermostatic source, the bath has the characteristics of stable 
and controllable heating and cooling rate, excellent temperature uniformity and high 
control accuracy, and it is compact in structure and convenient to be operated. It is a 
high precision thermometer calibration device of automatic control and can 
effectively improve the testing, calibration efficiency of industry-related instruments 
based on transmission and distribution, metrology and calibration. 

And it optimizes and innovates the algorithm to focus on constant speed cooling, 
exports the adjustment algorithm according to the heat transfer model, and ensures 
stable and reliable operation of constant speed heating and cooling adopting advanced 
DC frequency conversion speed regulation technology. 

I-1.Features 

 Touch screen for the easy operation. 

 PR2601 precision temperature control module: the resolution of 0.001℃, the 

electrical measurement accuracy of 0.05%. 
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 High intelligent (with fixed data control model and program control model): the 

required temperature data can be set manually, then the operation of the heater, the 

compressor and cooling channels can be controlled by the bath, which greatly reduces 

the complexity of  operation. 

 The scheme of “one drive two” greatly simplifies the system structure and 

improves the reliability while satisfying the requirements of function. 

 Unique control method of heating and cooling: heating channel and cooling 

channel can be operated at the same time, and intelligent control scheme is adopted to 

ensure that the temperature heating and cooling rate of the bath is stable and 

controllable. 

 Unidirectional heating and cooling adhering to professional standards: in the 

unidirectional rising phase of the calibration operation, the unidirectional heating of 

the bath is guaranteed, and the short-term descending trend of the bath temperature 

can be effectively avoided even in the constant temperature phase of unidirectional 

rising; similarly, in the unidirectional descending phase of calibration, the 

unidirectional cooling of the bath is guaranteed. and the short-term rising trend of the 

bath temperature can be effectively avoided even in the constant temperature phase of 

unidirectional descending to ensure that the measurement data of electric contacts is 

true and reliable. 

 Automatic pipe dredging to reduce possibility of maintenance: when the rapid 

cooling and the bath temperature meeting the specified conditions, all pumps in the 

media cooling circuit run in reverse to achieve automatic cleaning. 

 The electrical isolation RS-485 communication connection is provided to facilitate 

the real-time control of the PC on the bath. 
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Control interface                     Curve interface 

Ⅱ-2. Specifications 

NO. Project  Project  

1 Temperature range  0℃ ～ 160℃ 

2 
Heating and cooling rate  

setting range of the bath 
-1.2～1.5℃/min 

3 Temperature stability 0.02℃/10min 

4 
Maximum horizontal  

temperature difference 
0.03℃  

5 
Maximum temperature  

difference in working area 
0.05℃（100~200）mm 

6 
Working ambient  

temperature 
23±5℃ 

7 Working power 220V±10%  50Hz 

8 Working cavity volume 15L 

9 Working area dimension Φ160mm×250mm 

10 Bath dimensions 1000mm×635mm×1000mm 

11 Weight 150kg 

12 Power 3kW 

 

 


